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1. Financial Statements becoming technical documents relevant to the audit profession and not the users
 Expansive Notes to financials 
 Long  “condensed” reports. 
2. Emerging Issues on IAS 21
3. Quarterly Financial statements or Reviewed interim reports – IAS 34 requirements becoming onerous
4. Relevance and use of IAS 29 – It’s not a management report. 

PREPARERS’ PERSPECTIVE



PREPARERS’ PERSPECTIVE – EMERGING 

Simbisa not too chicken to call out RBZ’s ‘deficient’ auction system, 
reports growth in customer spending

The closing ZWL$ to ZAR exchange rate was
calculated using the official USD to ZAR
exchange rate divided by the management
estimated USD to ZWL$ exchange rate.
…the official exchange rate not being
liquid, and is therefore not an appropriate
rate to use when accounting for the
Group’s investment in associate… PnP
August 21



PREPARERS’ PERSPECTIVE – IS IAS 29 USEFUL TO USERS?

1. Our budgets are in US$
2. Our Financial KPI’s are in US$
3. We track performance in volume 
4. Employees reject Inflation 

Indexed pay increases in favour of 
US$ or Exchange rate linked 
adjustments



Discussion Notes
KEY CONSIDERATIONS:
- What’s the purpose of Financial Reporting – Section 183-184 of COBE – True & Fair 

View
- Whats’ the Purpose of an Audit : Section 190-193 of COBE – To report on compliance

with COBE and opinion on whether they give a true & fair view … not Compliance to
IFRS?

- Concern about qualifications or modifications arising from areas of judgement (IAS8).
- What is the Value of the Finstats & audit opinion to the user.
- Relevance of IFRS’s to local market conditions?



Macro Economic Indicators

Month Mar-19 Jun-19 Sep-19 Dec-19 Mar-20 Jun-20 Sep-20 Dec-20 Mar-21 Jun-21 Jul-21 Aug-21 Sep-21
Monthly Inflation 4.40       39.30      17.70     16.60      26.64     31.66     3.83       4.22       2.26       3.88       2.56       4.19       4.73       
Interbank 2.94       6.31       14.43     17.12      25.00     63.74     81.35     81.79     84.40     85.51     85.64     85.91     87.67     
Market Rate 4.10       12.50      20.50     22.50      43.00     85.00     100.00   115.00   120.00   130.00   130.00   140.00   150.00   
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MARKET TRENDS

Monthly Inflation Interbank Market Rate

Sep-20 Sep-21 % Change Mar-21 % Change

CPI 2,205.24 3,342.02 52% 2759.83 21%
Interbank Exchange Rate 81.35      87.67      8% 84.40      4%
Market Exchange Rate 100.00    150.00    50% 120.00    25%

IAS  21 : IS THE AUCTION RATE ALIGNED TO FUNDAMENTALS



Discussion Notes – IAS 21
- The auction rate is not ‘accessible’ to Market players that have positive nostro balances.
- Their main source of USD cash is the customers and not the auction system.
- The weekly maximum of USD500,000 allowed per individual bidder is not sufficient to

sustain some businesses.
- Foreign currency shall be allotted to winning bids according to the Import Priority List

(70% Priority Level 1 and 30% Priority Level 2).
- They believe that the auction rate is ‘somehow’ controlled by one party, the Reserve Bank

of Zimbabwe.

- Reports that the RBZ periodically transacts with counterparties at rates other than the
auction rates

- Pricing by regulators, public utilities, government entities reflect use of market exchange
rates.

“Foreign currency is required for the off-shore procurement of consumables. However, the current fees payable in 
the local currency are no longer viable due to the fact that the auction exchange rate, when applied to the fees 
charged, translate to unviable returns on expenses. The production cost for a single passport is US$58.55," 
Mutsvangwa said. 8 April 2021.



Discussion Notes – IAS 21 
REALITY CHECK:
- Sales in ZW$ are set using market exchange rates
- Local costs are incurred at market rates ; imports done through runners that use market rate
- Implied exchange rates in both sales and costs point to markets rates. Very few market

players applying SI85/2020 or SI127/2021
- The legislation talks to setting of prices and not the legality of exchange rates
- Use of an estimate to translate foreign currency transactions for reporting purposes is not in

breach of any Zimbabwean laws.
- The translation of accounts for financial reporting purposes is a matter that is mandated by

international standards of accounting, which have been domesticated in Zimbabwe through
SI 41 of 2019.



IAS 21 Discussion Notes
• Functional Currency: The currency of the primary economic environment in which the entity operates;
normally, that is the currency of the environment in which an entity primarily generates and expends cash. If this
environment is a highly inflationary economy, the parent’s functional currency should be used as if it were the
entity’s functional currency.

Foreign currency transactions should be recorded in the functional currency at the exchange rate at which a 
particular transaction could be settled at the transaction date. At each subsequent balance sheet date, the current 
rate is the rate at which the related receivable or payable could be settled at that date, generally the market spot 
rate.
Different exchange rates may apply to different types of transactions.

IAS 21 defines the closing rate as (a) the spot exchange rate at the end of the reporting period (b).  The spot 
exchange rate is the exchange rate for immediate delivery. Remittances of auctions allocations are several weeks 
behind.

Temporary Lack of Exchangeability. ASC paragraph 830-20-30-2 specifies that if exchangeability between 
two currencies is temporarily lacking at the transaction or balance sheet date, the rate that should be used is the 
first subsequent rate at which exchanges could be made.



IAS 21 Discussion Notes

Black Markets. In countries with restrictive foreign exchange controls, frequently a black market for foreign
currency exists. Such markets and resulting rates are referred to as “black market exchange rates” or “black market
rates” since they are not legally recognized. Acquisition of foreign currency on such markets usually represents a 
violation of government regulations. Businesses do not normally acquire foreign currency on such markets.
Therefore translation of foreign currency financial statements at black market rates is not appropriate.

When multiple legal exchange rates coexist, such as an official exchange rate and an unofficial exchange rate, a 
parallel or dual exchange-rate situation exists. In such circumstances, if it can be reasonably demonstrated that
transactions have been or could have been legally settled at the unofficial rate (including currency exchanges for
dividend or profit repatriations), it may be appropriate to use the unofficial rate for translation or remeasurement.
Unusual circumstances in which an entity may be permitted to use an alternative legal exchange rate in translating
the financial statements of a foreign subsidiary could include (1) a history of obtaining the alternative exchange rate
for remittances of earnings or dividends distributed outside the foreign country and (2) the ability to source funds 
at the alternative exchange rate if there is no question of asset impairment.



IAS 21 - Discussion Notes

ASC 830-30 — SEC Materials — SEC Staff Guidance
SEC Staff Announcement: Foreign Currency Issues: Multiple Foreign Currency Exchange Rates
S99-1 This SEC staff announcement provides the SEC staff’s views on Foreign Currency Issues.
The SEC staff has received a number of inquiries regarding certain foreign currency issues related to investments in
Venezuela. This announcement is in response to those inquiries that have been received by the SEC staff on the issues
described below.
Amongst other requirements, current restrictions of foreign currency exchange in Venezuela provide that entities use the
official rate of exchange (official rate) to exchange funds. The official rate is set by the Venezuelan government and in order to
use the official rate to exchange currency, entities seek the ability to utilize the official rate from Venezuela’s Commission for
Administration of Foreign Currencies (CADIVI).
As an alternative to the use of the official rate it may also be legal to utilize the parallel rate. It is possible that the parallel rate
provides entities with a more liquid exchange and entities can access the parallel rate using a series of transactions via a
broker. The parallel rate has recently been significantly different from the official rate.



IAS 21 VIEWPOINT:

The ultimate selection of an exchange rate (or multiple rates) should be based on the entity’s specific facts and circumstances, 
relevant factors for consideration include the following:
• Whether the entity can legally use a specified rate (or multiple rates) to convert currency or settle transactions.
• The probability of accessing and obtaining USD by using a particular rate or exchange mechanism.
• The entity’s intent and ability to use a particular exchange mechanism.

Accordingly, an entity should clearly document the facts and circumstances that it considered in its analysis of what exchange
rate(s) to use for remeasurement: should be able to support
• (1) how the rate or rates used for remeasurement are most representative of the entity’s economic circumstances and
• (2) its intent to use the rate(s) or exchange mechanism(s) specified.



CONCERNS ABOUT THE DIRECTION OF THE AUDIT PROFESSION

- Too many disclaimers
- Narrow view about professional advice to clients – increasing demand for use of other

professionals: valuers eg IAS 36 impairments, Financial instruments, going concern
assessments etc

- Terms used in audit opinion appear to rubbish the financials eg “MISSTATED”
- Deferral to technical teams; Role of the engagement partner watered down
- Too many varied opinions on same issue/circumstances



1. Moderation required on Financial Disclosures particularly the condensed sets
2. Audit Professionals to Reclaim their space from technocrats
3.  Need to take into account prevailing economic conditions in interpretations – Speed of formulating        market 
guidance by regulators. 
4. Resolve IAS 21 opinion differences as a matter of URGENCY.

PREPARERS’ PERSPECTIVE – PARTING SHOTS




